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Art World News
A PRIL – MAY 2016
THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
ARTEXPO NEW YORK
REFLECTS THE
CHANGING MARKET
Artexpo New York, SOLO,
and FOTO SOLO was a
good looking show with a
vast array of fresh art displayed by over 400 exhibitors. Attendance was
strong by consumers, and
the design community was
well represented, although
the gallery presence was
lighter than some exhibitors
were hoping for. Turn to
page 16.

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
FOCUS ON FRAMING
A panel of industry experts
describe where they see
opportunities for retail
framers and key drivers to
improving their business,
page 22. Tru Vue launches
a blog that provides custom
framers with content to
help them strengthen their
businesses, page 26. New
Framing Products are on
pages 28–29.
INDUSTRY’S VIRTUAL
MEETING PLACE

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Gallery owner Ken Warren
continues the discussion
of the artist-gallery split,
highlighted in the March
2016 AWN issue, and
reveals the “story beneath
the story.” Page 8.

The Art Dealer Show,
featuring podcasts on the
business of selling art,
has been launched by
Danny Stern who hopes
it will become a virtual
meeting place of the art
community. Page 14.

C. Anthony Gallery is located in Beaver Creek, CO.

WIN BIG WITH SPORTS ART
AND RELATED FRAMING
Gallery and frameshop owners looking to expand their collector base and create more sales are finding that sports art
delivers in both categories. The market centered around sports
fans is vast and presents many opportunities for events to
coincide with different seasons and tournaments, surrounded
by well-established, and loyal, brand recognition. The art and
framing community can build upon this by offering something
unique to add to a person’s and framing landscape may
collection of memorabilia, col- not necessarily present,” says
lectibles, or to just be a part Scott Usher, vice president
of the home art collection. and publisher of Art Brand
“Sports art provides addi- Studios in Morgan Hill, CA,
tional opportunities and inter- representing the sports art
est in what your business has of Justyn Farano. “Displaying
continued on page 10
to offer that the average art

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:

“An organized, captivating, and
well-marketed program can turn
a gallery into a destination for
sports art.”
Scott Usher, page 10.
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Art Recovery Group
Negotiates Return

Industry’s Virtual
Meeting Place

Artexpo Reflects the
Changing Market

Art Recovery Group, a London-based company that provides due diligence, dispute
resolution, and art recovery
services to the international
art market, recently negotiated the return of a stolen
Connecticut painting.

Industry veteran Danny
Stern has launched the Art
Dealer Show, the first podcast devoted entirely to the
business of selling art and
offering an insider’s look at
the typically misunderstood
world of art sales.

At this year’s Artexpo New
York, SOLO and FOTO
SOLO, some exhibitors
who marketed intensely to
the art galleries that they
work with were able to
boost the dealer presence at
the four-day show.

Page 10

Page 14

Page 16

Tru Vue Launches
Blog for Framers

New Framing
Products

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

As part of its commitment to
supporting the industry, Tru
Vue has created a blog that
provides custom framers
with extensive content to
help them strengthen their
businesses and respond to
trends in the marketplace.

In our New Framing Products
section, we present new custom framing releases from
various companies, including
newly released moulding introductions of new collections and expansions of
existing lines.

This month’s What’s Hot in
Open Editions features a
variety of the latest best
selling open edition prints,
some available as print-ondemand images from publishers, and includes contact
information.

Page 26

Page 28

Page 34

AD INDEX
Page 38

Artwork featured is
Richard Boyer’s
“ Shipyard in Copenhagen,”
a giclée on canvas in an
edition of 25, measuring
36 by 24 inches ($390).
Call Richard Boyer, Salt
Lake City, UT, for details at
(801) 359-4650 or visit:
www.richardboyerart.net.
ART WORLD NEWS
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IN OUR OPINION
SUCCESS
BY DESIGN
etail is a game that
requires a nimble
mind, a penchant for
change, and fast footwork.
At times, even the best in
the business loose their
momentum, have clouded
instinct and depleted energy
levels to move forward.
That’s exactly when the
solution for an art and framing business’ next winning
chapter may reside outside
the business rather than
within it.

R

Identifying and embracing
consumer trends is the
easiest and most proven
pathway toward reconnecting with old customers while
enticing new relationships
with buyers. Trends are the
retail language of the day.
The parlance of color, style,
texture, and material allows
the retailer to communicate
in the moment and manner
that says your style and

retail experience are spot
on. In retailing, today matters most because you
want people to buy... today.
Certainly, art galleries and
frameshops can knit their
legacy and skill into their
current offering but not at
the expense of being able to
compete in the moment for
today’s consumer dollars.
Success so often breeds
success. So, if you notice
that certain trends and taste
among your clientele are
resonating, don’t ignore the
invitation to become successful. Selling art and framing services is one of the
most dynamic retail categories among Main Street
businesses. Each shop needs
to out-hustle the Internet. By
embracing and marketing on
the backs of trends, businesses can provide a shopping
experience that out-shines
the best efforts of online
sellers. Follow the money
and do what works.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
Classy Art Raises the Bar

The Lighter Side of Collecting!

Classy Art
enjoyed phenomenal success at the
April High
Point Market
where the
company
has a permanent showroom. “We
wrote
10 Classy Art’s ribbon cutting ceremony with,
times the bus- front row: Gabriel Cohen, president/CEO,
iness we nor- left; and Jonathan Cohen, vice president/
mally do,” CFO. They are flanked by, at left, Molly
says Gabriel Tieng, receptionist; and Leslie Hutchinson,
Cohen, mar- sales rep; with Classy Art’s team and other
keting VP for associates behind them.
the leading
supplier of framed and unframed wall décor. “We altered
the perception,” he says. The art was beautifully hung, giving
it a higher-end look. They also had a bar with a daily happy
hour. “We made a pretty environment, and perception is
reality. People think it is a high-end line because it is in a great
setting.” For more on Classy Art, visit: www.classyart.net.

The funny, quirky world
of collecting comes to
life in a newly released
book of cartoons by
John Stinger entitled The
Lighter Side of Collecting. Stinger is an internationally syndicated cartoonist, as well as a landscape painter. The 258page softcover book,
published by Tanner Publishing, contains over 200
pages of cartoons and
70-plus humorous stories from an insider’s perspective chasing treasure
and dealing with the col- Cartoon from Stinger’s new book
orful characters who “The Lighter Side of Collecting.”
service the collectibles
industry. The book is based on Stinger’s 30-plus years of
collecting and dealing in art and antiques; it sells for $15.95.
For more details on purchasing, e-mail John Stinger of Stinger
Fine Art, Stewartsville, NJ, at: stingerfineart@yahoo.com,
phone (908) 319-8957 or visit: www.stingerfineart.com.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Your March, 2016, cover
story regarding the 50/50 income split between artists
and galleries was balanced
and informative. But the real
story beneath the story is the
definition of what that means.
Who pays the 2%–3% credit
card fees, framing, shipping,
or if the sales tax needs to be
wrapped in the total cost?
And this is the big one in
this Amazon/Groupon/Ebay
influenced economy...defining and executing discounts.
Traditionally discounting
may have been 5%–10%.

PAGE 8

Can a gallery even work in
that environment anymore?
Or has it been changed to
10%–30%? Or do galleries
just suck it up to make a
sale and make anything?
Slim margins get slimmer
and slimmer. So many galleries have shut down, or
relocated to low rent (and
low traffic) areas.
What if someone sees a
picture at a gallery, and then,
through the “miracle” of the
Internet, a client contacts
the artist for another version?
Does the gallery earn any-

thing? Legal folks may say
it should be split, but realistically how would a gallery
even know?
The 21st century gallery
operates in a starkly different
landscape than before.
Generally it seems that
finding honest, trustworthy
and talented artists is the
modern day Rx. Relationships are all that matters.
You can write whatever you
want in your contract, but
what does that mean? In
today’s world, I would rather
have an honest artist that
isn’t selling behind my back,
than one who is brilliant and

amazing. If the gallery and
the artist are honest, it’s a
win-win.
I have actually (perhaps incredulously) had two artists
who have been contacted
behind my back, about art
that was no longer at my
gallery. The people had seen
the work on my website.
They purchased the art
from the artists, and in each
case the artist sent me a
surprise check.

Ken Warren, owner/curator
Westport River Gallery
Westport, CT
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“Land
of the
Brave”
Available in two sizes:
24” x 18”
15 A/P & 55 S/N
–Master Proof is available
16” x 12”
15 A/P & 55 S/N
–Master Proof is available
For orders placed by
June 6th of
“Land of the Brave”
will receive a hand sketch
Remarque of the
American Flag on the
back of the canvas.
Robert Finale Editions is very proud to introduce “Land of the Brave,” our newest release.
In honor of all the men and women who serve our great nation, Robert has commemorated,
on canvas some, of our greatest war monuments in honor of Memorial Day and our
Independence Day. We dedicate this piece to immortalize those who have fallen to keep
our home safe. This “Land of the Brave” continues to strive on because of the sacrifices;
we thank you for all you have given.
–Robert Finale

ROBERT FINALE EDITIONS

770.345.8691
www.robertfinaleeditions.com
For more information, on carrying Robert Finale’s work
in your gallery, please contact us.
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ART RECOVERY GROUP
NEGOTIATES RETURN
OF STOLEN MAUFRA
PAINTING
SALISBURY, CT—Last
summer, “Le Sacré Coeur
au Printemps” by Maxime
Emile Louis Maufra was
stolen from a home in Salisbury. Within a month, it was
discovered being offered for
sale at Fairfield Auction in
Connecticut. Although not
considered a masterpiece,
the painting held great sentimental value for its owners,
sisters Bettin and Allison
Drew. When offered for sale
at Fairfield Auction it attracted
considerable interest and
was eventually bought by a
private individual based in
France. The painting was
days from being shipped
when Jack Destories, owner
of Fairfield Auction, agreed
to halt the sale pending further investigation.
The Drew family contacted
Art Recovery Group, U.K.based art recovery specialists, to liaise with law
enforcement, the auction
house, and the possessor
who claimed to have acquired
the painting at a swap shop.
Within four weeks, Art Recovery Group negotiated an unconditional release of the
painting to the Drew family.
Art Recovery Group is a London-based company that provides due diligence, dispute
resolution, and art recovery
services to the international
art market and cultural heritage institutions. It records
losses and claims for works
of art on its ArtClaim Database and searches the market to ensure they are not
sold. In 2015 alone, Art
Recovery Group oversaw
the successful recovery of
over $75 million in stolen
and claimed works of art.
Visit: www.artclaim.com.
PAGE 10

SPORTS ART AND FRAMING
continued from page 1
sports-related artwork in a
showroom, presents a unique advantage that the online
market could never
offer, in that people
can encounter the
work face-to-face.”

selling licensed and approved
art. Many of the national publishers have chosen to move
out of the business because

One must remember, the average
sports fan is already
accustomed to spending their discretionary income on
their favorite team
and/or athlete in the
form of signed items,
high-priced tickets,
licensed attire, official team products,
and even costly
cable TV subscriptions to watch the
games live. Introducing sports art
into the mix helps to “The Mad Scientist–Peyton Manning”
take a fan’s collec- by Justyn Farano from Art Brand
tion to the next level. Studios is an autographed artist recreUnderstanding the ation on canvas in an edition of 18,
local sports market measuring 24 by 36 inches ($3,500).
and being able to
tap into this segment with an of that. The interest from colalready established team lectors and enthusiasts has
(brand) loyalty and
consistent buying
pattern is key.

gallery into a destination for
sports art.”
Danny Stern, co-owner
with Daniel Crosby of SPS
Limelight Agency in Los Angeles, says that many galleries do not see the potential
that sports art can bring, and
some are afraid of confusing
their fine art clientele. “I recently worked with a gallery
owner that was hesitant to
start with sports art,” he
says. “They told me that they
have art collectors, not
sports fans as customers. It
was not the type of work that
they normally carried and the
owner did not think that
sports fans would be interested. I knew that a local
sports team had won a big
championship and I asked the
owner to just place one limited edition featuring a player
from that winning team in
their front window to see
what happens. Within 48
hours I got a call requesting
two pieces.”

A week later, Mr. Stern
says they requested 25 more.
“The gallery owner
had no idea of the
potential sports art
can provide. We
Recent studended up doing an
ies by the Lievent with one of
censing Letter,
our artists at that
reports that the
same gallery and it
sales of sports
turned out to be
fan merchandise
their biggest to
in 2015 reached
date, bringing in
some $22 billion.
three quarters of a
Sports art has
million dollars in
been a part of
sales in one night.
the equation for As the official artist for the LA Dodgers, SPS
It also garnered
some time. “It’s Limelight’s Stephen Holland painted “Jackie
them a lot of local
not a new cate- Robinson,” to commemorate the first African
media attention
gory,” Mr. Usher American Major League Baseball player in history.
which led to addisays. “I think a
tional sales and relot of that has to do with the been there all along and there quests for commissions.
fact that as sports leagues is a waiting audience. An or- “Gallery owners need to realand player representation ganized, captivating, and well
continued on page 12
has grown, so has the cost of marketed program can turn a
ART WORLD NEWS
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PHILIP JANES GALLERY
OPENS IN GRANBY, CT
GRANBY, CT—Philip Janes,
a longtime gallery owner, has
just opened Philip Janes
Gallery, a 900-square-foot
space in a refurbished post
and beam house in central
Granby where he is representing the work of about eight
artists. They are all artists that
he represented at Arts Exclusive, a gallery in Simsbury,
CT, that he operated for many
years. “When I take on an
artist, it is a marriage. I expect
the association to continue indefinitely,” he says. They are
Reynard Milici, Michael
Palmer, Molly Doe Wensberg,
Jerry Geier, David Dodge
Gray, Robert Longley, and
Donald Wass. Almost all of the
work is original and sells for
$550–$3,400, although limited
edition giclées by Milici are
also available. Mr. Janes has
always seen his role as a
gallery owner as that of an educator. It is a matter of exposing people to the artform, and
it is a tough road in many
cases, he says. “Like or dislike
has nothing to do with whether
the art has symbolic meaning.
It is the reason why the artist
produced the work and who
that artist is; it (the art) is a
symbol of a person’s life, and
that is the soul.” Visit: www.
philipjanesgallery.com or call
(860) 651-5824.
SUMMER LAS VEGAS
MARKET PLANNER
LAS VEGAS—Las Vegas
Market’s newly redesigned
website offers online tools
to make preparation easier
for the Summer Market,
July 31–August 4. In addition
to registration, the site provides links to pre-market
planning tools, including
an Online Catalog Gallery
and Market Planner. Go to:
www.lasvegasmarket.com.
PAGE 12

SPORTS ART
continued from page 10

a piece of art, the consultant
can tell them about the technique, the subject matter, the
artist’s motivation, more about
their career, all increasing the
customer’s interest in the
work. With sports art, there
is an already established enthusiasm in the subject matter. The customer is already

way to appreciate the career
of the athlete from a perspective that they have never seen
ize that there can be a
before. “People are constantly
successful crossover bebombarded with imagery of
tween sports art and the
athletes and the teams, “Mr.
artwork that they may already
Stern says. “But what you
be carrying.”
are offering them, is a piece
of art that shows a different
Mr. Stern notes that beperspective. Now you must
cause of licensmake the case for
ing, the sports art
its value. In the
landscape can be
sports driven mardifficult to naviket, people already
gate, and that is
have a comfort
why SPS Limezone of how much
light
Agency
they are willing to
works
closely
spend. The pocket
with its partner
already exists for
company, Sport
the loyal sports
Placement Servfan. What gets
ices. “SPS Limetricky is that the inlight has been in
crements of spethe sports art
nding are set a
arena for the past At C. Anthony Gallery, U.S. World Cup alpine skier
little
differently.
two decades with Bode Miller signs the original of Malcolm Farley’s
They may allow
artists Stephen “Last Run,” purchased during an event. Both the artist themselves
the
Holland and Opie and athlete signed limited editions that night as well. permission to celeOtterstad,” he
brate their team,
says. “Sports Placement sold on the content and they $100 at a time, so the conServices (SPS) is best are excited to see it immedi- versation needs to start with
known for its representation ately. From there, oftentimes, how unique the artwork will
of iconic athletes such as the only place to go is down. be alongside their other
Muhammad Ali, Joe Namath, That is just human nature. items.” Mr. Stern also says
and Sandy Koufax, just to The gallery’s job becomes to not underestimate the
name a few. We realized keeping that enthusiasm up, savviness of the sports fan,
early on, that it was important while also establishing that they are all too familiar with
to have both
the role of lisides of the
censing when it
company worcomes to the
king together
price.
because the
sports manRegionally,
agement part
each market preof the art world
sents a unique
is a very diffiopportunity to
cult business. Gastonart & Frame runs a deal for sports fans to frame their reach a niche
Licensing gets jerseys and memorabilia in shadowbox frames, using
audience. Peovery tricky and archival materials to help protect the pieces.
ple are often
must be reloyal to their
spected at all times.”
the art is worth the money. hometown heroes and sucThey must create a scaffold- cess of local teams help reinWhen it comes to selling ing that maintains the cus- force sales as well. John H.
sports art, gallery owners tomer’s excitement felt when Gaston, president of Gasneed to approach it a differ- they first walked in and saw a tonart & Frame with two
ent way than they may be painting of Kobe Bryant, until locations in Massachusetts:
used to with other art. “There the sale is complete.”
Shrewsbury and Northborreally is no uphill in a sports
ough, says keeping up-to-date
art sale,” Mr. Stern says.
The key is to present the
continued on page 24
“When someone is admiring work as a new and creative
ART WORLD NEWS
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SCULPTURE IN THE PARK
PRESENTS 160 SCULPTORS

INDUSTRY’S VIRTUAL MEETING PLACE
Unlike other industries, our
strata of the art market, the
middle tier, has never really
had a meeting place. Now
industry veteran Danny Stern
has launched the Art Dealer
Show, the first podcast devoted entirely to the business
of selling art. The Art Dealer
Show: www.artdealer.show is
an insiders’ look at the typically misunderstood world of
art sales.

LOVELAND, CO—The 33rd
annual Sculpture in the Park
will take place August 13–14
when the work of 160 international juried artists will offer
over 2,000 pieces of sculpture
for visitors to the show to view
and purchase. Among them is
Colorado sculptor Mark Hopkins whose “Solitude” is
shown. The bronze edition of
550 measures 21 by 18 by 16
inches and is featured in the
show catalogue.
Over the past 33 years, 1,289
artists have come to Loveland
to display their work at Sculpture in the Park. As the show
has continued to grow and
flourish, so has Benson Sculpture Garden. With the proceeds generated from each
annual show, the Loveland
High Plains Arts Council, producer of Sculpture in the Park,
has purchased 154 pieces of
sculpture valued at over $4
million. This “public treasure”
annually draws tens of thousands of visitors from around
the globe. It has been recognized as “one of the 200 most
important modern and contemporary art sites around the
world” and as one of the 20
must-see contemporary art
sites across the U.S.
For more details, visit: www.
sculptureinthepark.org or call
(970) 663-2940. For more on
Mark Hopkins’ work, go to:
www.markhopkins.com.
PAGE 14

as well as North America.
From a trade perspective,
Mr. Stern says, “Dealers
don’t have the ability to communicate regularly. This is not
new; the industry has always
suffered from it. We don’t
connect like other businesses do.”
The industry remains a
mystery to even those who
are at its center. His hope is
that the show will become

The show is dedicated to
exploring the world of art
sales and the professionals
in the field. Through an ongoing series of in-depth and
revealing conversations with
industry leaders in their field
the idea is for those in the industry to better understand
all of its different facets. It is
also for art collectors and
first-time buyers, so that they
will understand the process
of buying art. The podcasts
will feature several gallery
owners, artists, a trade magazine, show producer, and
PR specialist.
The Art Dealer Show is
hosted by Danny Stern, cofounder of Limelight Agency,
and sponsored by Art World
News and Relevant Communications, a PR company
founded by Allison-ZuckerPerlman that is dedicated to
the art world. Mr. Stern is
also in discussions with Redwood Media Group, producer of Artexpo New York,
Spectrum Miami, and a number of other shows, about
sponsorship opportunities.
Within two weeks of the
launch of the Art Dealer
Show, data indicated the
podcast was downloaded by
more than 1,000 listeners
from 25 countries including
Lebanon, Chile, Russia, the
Philippines, Czech Republic,

Danny Stern’s podcast
The Art Dealer Show.

the virtual meeting place of
the art community, and from
its candid conversations
with artists, to the sharing
of wisdom from the most
gifted and experienced players in the art business, this
community will position itself
at the center of the global
art market.
From a trade perspective,
the sharing of experiences
will be beneficial. “Our world
is constantly changing, and
our skill sets have to evolve,”
he observes. “When you are
shut off and not communicating with others who are going
through the same challenges,

pain, and frustration, you ask
yourself, ‘Why is this happening to me?’ And you make
many guesses. If nothing
else, through the podcasts
you hear another gallery
owner experiencing the same
things as you. And even without a solution, you stop saying, ‘What is wrong with the
art on my walls, or even with
my salespeople?’ You will
stop attacking things and
hopefully what will occur in
these conversations is that
one little tidbit of information
will give you a piece of the
puzzle. One item could be
just what that gallery owner
needs to understand what is
going on. And with all these
people (with their various
roles in the industry) expressing their views, we will get
some form to the industry—it
should provide a shape to it.”
From an art buyer’s perspective, when they listen to
the podcasts, they will get a
better understanding of the
process of buying art at our
level of the market. Additionally, there’s a possibility that
stars will be born, just as
in the restaurant business.
Years ago, few people knew
anything about the chefs who
prepared the meals they ate
in restaurants.
Today, a number of chefs,
such as Anthony Bourdain,
are famous. Part of Mr. Bourdain’s initial rise to international fame can be attributed
to his first published article
that brought awareness to
the role of a chef and the
little known world of the
kitchen; that was followed
by his New York Times
bestseller Kitchen Confidential, and subsequent television shows. “It has made that
continued on page 26
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SMALL IS THE NEXT
BIG STORY IN RETAIL

ARTEXPO REFLECTS CHANGING MARKET

STEVENS, PA—Success in
retailing today is less about
what you sell, and more about
how you sell it, according to
Pam Danziger, founder of
Unity Marketing, luxury marketing specialist. She predicts
that small businesses will be
in the retail “sweet spot” for
the next decade, fueled by the
desire of the highest-spending
customers for new shopping
experiences that they can’t
find at the mall, in national
chains, or big box stores. The
most successful among these
retailers will be those who
have Shops that Pop! And
that, in fact, is the title of her
newly released book that is
designed to help specialty retailers grow their businesses
with information and insights
specific to their day-to-day
business challenges.

Artexpo New York, SOLO, day, selling seven originals by see them here, and see more
and FOTO SOLO was a good Anna Razumovskaya, one new galleries coming. The
looking show with a vast array priced at $36,000 and an- last two to three years, it has
of fresh art on display from other at $22,000, as well as been more about retail.”
worldwide. Attendance
was strong by conCynthia Shinn of
sumers, and the deShinn Fine Art agreed.
sign community was
“I have sold work to
well represented, alnew galleries, but the
though the presence
trade presence is down.
of galleries was lighter
It has been that way
than some exhibitors
for a while. That said,
were hoping. Exwe have to put a good
hibitors who marketed
face on it. The industry
intensely to the galhas changed, and also
leries they work with
the way we do busiboosted the dealer
ness.” She added, “I
presence. “We have At the Progressive Fine Art booth, artist Maya will continue to do the
seen a number of our Eventov is flanked by president Michael
show if I come away
clients,” said Michael Havers, left, and Anne Marie Cales, consult- with new contacts and
Havers of Progressive ant for Rich Haines Gallery, Park City, Utah.
I don’t lose money.”
Fine Art. “We work on
trying to get galleries in and some giclées. “The show is
Art Brand Studios viewed
brought specific pieces for still very important to us,” Artexpo as a great venue to
them, and they bought them.” said Eugene Korchinski. “We launch its new artists Justyn
He took two large booths and feel confident in the show; we Farano, Noah, and Simon
devoted one of them to the are selling well and introduc- Bull. It held a Meet the Artist
work of Jürgen Görg
event for each of them
and made good sales.
that drew a crowd. The
company’s Ken Raasch
Likewise,
Rami
said, “We look for
Roptkoff of Smart
artists that are brandPublishing said the
able and put together a
galleries he invited
program with distribucame to the show. He
tion ideas.” Currently,
did a little wholesale
he said, Art Brand Stuand a lot of retail, and
dios is working on a
there was much exnew distribution type
citement over his new
of outlet that will be an
artists Joel Amit and
“art experience.”
Yuval Orly, as well as Smart Publishing’s Rami Rotkopf, right, and
the opportunity to meet Karyn Fink with artist David Schluss whose
Painter Sarah Ali of
David Schluss. Samir “Flute Song” from his Meditation Series is
Sarah Ali Fine Art
Sammoun sold 17 shown. The mixed media on canvas, 72 by
brought about 25 pieces
paintings on the first 48 inches, retails for $32,000.
of art, 17 of which were
day, mostly to galbeing debuted, for the
leries, two of which were new ing our art to new collectors.” show. While she felt that she
accounts. He says part of the He added, “I would be happy did not see many galleries at
reason he exhibits at Artexpo, if more galleries came. That the show, she did note that
which he has been doing for has been declining.” He said more designers were pres20 years, is to test new sub- galleries that didn’t attend the ent. “I was quite impressed
ject matter. “I can then tell show still had the opportunity with the caliber of art this
galleries the results.”
to buy as Anna Art Publishing year,” she said “I thought the
was introducing its New York art was of a higher standard in
Anna Art Publishing also collection to them online. comparison to the past years.”
did well on the first day of the “They don’t have to come to
continued on page 18
show, the designated trade the show, but I would rather

A shop that pops, she explains, is one that creates an
extraordinary shopping experience for the customer. “Rather
than just a store set up to sell
product, it becomes a stage
on which the shop owner tells
their special story to and for
the customer.” It combines a
unique vision with carefully
curated products, such as
art and custom framing,
delivered in a personal and
personalized way to people
who are not just customers,
but friends. “Specialty retailers
must play to their number-one
competitive advantage: their
personal touch.”

Shops that Pop! 7 Steps to
Extraordinary Retail Success,
a 208-page softcover book,
is published by Paramount
Market Publishing. For
more information, visit: www.
paramountbooks.com or call
(888) 787-8100. For further
information on Unity
Marketing, go to: www.
unitymarketingonline.com.
PAGE 16
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IT’S WEDDING SEASON
AND GALLERIES CAN
PARTICIPATE TOO
VANCOUVER, BC—
“Wedding season has arrived!
And everyone knows someone who is getting married,
whether it’s your niece, your
neighbor, or maybe it’s you!
Rather than getting the usual
sort of gifts, like blenders
and linens, why not invest
in a piece of art that will last
a lifetime and can be enjoyed
every day?” Such is the marketing for Art Works
Gallery’s wedding registry,
broadening the reasons
why people should go to
the gallery.
The way the registry works
is that a couple can visit the
gallery on Smithe Street in
downtown Vancouver and
view its collection of paintings, prints, and posters by
more than 100 local and international artists. They can
choose the art that moves
them the most, and then the
gallery will make a presentation of their choice of artwork
and e-mail it to their guest list,
along with pricing and information. Guests can then either put money towards a
piece of art, or buy it outright
as their wedding present.
To reach the gallery, call
(604) 688-3301 or visit:
www.artworksbc.com.
FRAMING SCHOOL
SESSIONS SLATED
BRISTOL, CT—The
American Picture Framing
Academy is holding oneand-a-half day basic and advanced classes and three-day
boot camps in Portland, ME,
June 13–15; Washington,
July 19–21; and Chicago,
August 8–10. For more information and pricing, visit:
www.pictureframingschool
.com or call (888) 840-9605.
PAGE 18

ARTEXPO NEW YORK
continued from page 16

Painter Nick Paciorek brought 20 new paintings, many
depicting New York street
and café scenes including
“Mes Amis Crosswalk,”
which garnered much attention. “I brought more large
size paintings, some 58 by 62
inches,” Paciorek said. “The
trade day was a bit slow but I
did meet with some galleries.”
Verus Art also attracted a
crowd with its recreations of
Master artworks: van Gogh’s
“Iris” and “Bowl with Zinnias
and Other Flowers,” as well
as Monet’s “La Mer Agitée.”
The company is in the process of building a gallery network for the limited editions
that enable art aficionados to
experience the visual and tactile sensation of the artists’
original brushwork. LarsonJuhl, of which Verus Art is a
division, also took booth space.
“We want to reach the
design community and
raise our brand recognition in that arena,” said
Jennifer Harlan, LarsonJuhl’s sales director, eastern region. “We want to
see what they are looking for so we can design mouldings for their
needs.”

sign Friday reception. “We did
some specific outreach for designers,” said Linda Mariano,
managing director, marketing,
Redwood Media Group. “We

said, adding, “It’s important to
support exhibitors in that way.”
Exhibitors and trade attendees
also appreciated the new VIP
lounge where wine, champagne,
and
hors d’oeuvres
were served
and there was
access
to
food and beverages from
show sponsors. “It was a
huge hit with
exhibitors and
the trade, and
a lot of business was conVerus Art’s Mario Mazzone, right, business
ducted in that
development manager at Larson-Juhl; and
Aaron Davey, VP marketing and business de- space,” she
velopment at Arius technology. Shown is
said.
Verus Art’s newest release, the limited edition re-creation of van Gogh’s “Bowl with
The new
Zinnias and Other Flowers.”
pavilion FOTO
SOLO, fealoved how Design Day turned turing 34 juried fine art phoout,” she added. “There were tographers, from established
great speakers on the theme to emerging, attracted a steady
throughout the day, and ex- crowd. A huge draw in this
section was a custom-made
Bugnaughty car built by Delahaye USA that was parked on
the show floor and featured in
the photography of exhibitor
Elizabeth Raab.

Indeed, the second
day of the four-day show,
produced by Redwood
Media Group, was focused on design, and
as part of the educational program, Larson- Art Brand Studio’s Scott Usher,
Juhl’s Jennifer Townsend left, vice president and publisher;
reviewed the essential and Lisa Nixon, VP marketing and
design elements for cre- business development; with newly
ating memorable rooms. signed sports artist Justyn Farano.
Keynote speaker Pam
Danziger of Unity Marketing, hibitors liked having that handle
luxury marketing specialist, on the day.” Art Design Conembraced the topic, “Market- sultants invited their base to the
ing Art in Today’s New Luxury show, and Design Day gave
Style.” The day finished on a exhibitors something to bring
high note with a Focus on De- clients into the show for,” she

Throughout Artexpo and
SOLO, international exhibitors
made a significant presence.
Maya Rygaard, a well-known
artist in Sweden, presented
her acrylic and oil on canvas
work that sells for $2,300 to
$12,500 to see how it would
do in the U.S. market. Her
agent Siobhan Prior said, “We
got more interest from collectors than galleries. The galleries were very quick, as if
they were doing the rounds.”
But all in all, the show went
well for them and they plan
to return next year. Katherine
Wood from Queensland, Australia, was looking for a U.S.
representative for her mixed
media paintings that sell for
continued on page 30
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AMERICAN FINE ART IN GOLDRUSH RALLY
The Hollywood Collection of
Frederick Mellinger, represented exclusively by American Fine Art, Inc., participated in this year’s goldRush Rally. The goldRush is
the premier rally in the United
States and an international
attraction. This luxury automotive experience offered
the gallery the opportunity to
combine several of their passions into one amazing adventure; fine art, fine
automobiles, fine living, and
most importantly philanthropic ventures.

The now dubbed “Mellinger
Mobile” is a Bentley Flying
Spur Speed. The Flying Spur

more competitive feel. This
particular model was enhanced by Joe Bach Racing
in Phoenix, AZ.
A custom wrap
was designed
by Phil Koss
and Curtis Bowman, which was
then created
and executed by
Bourbon Street
Wraps in Chandler, AZ. The
rally driver’s
were the father
son team from
American Fine
Art,
Phillips
Koss IV, curaA collage of the rally team featuring Phil
torial director,
Koss and Phillips Koss IV standing in front
and Phil Koss,
of the Flying Spur along with the book of
gallery director
the collection. The book encompasses the
and president.
collection in its entirety creating a catalogue The
Hollyof each individual piece. The license plate
wood Collec“GRRALLY” stands for Gold Rush Rally,
tion traveled
which works with the Arizona motto
from Phoenix
“Live the Golden Rule.”
to Colorado
Springs, Salt
Speed is an engaging and Lake City, Las Vegas, and Los
potent machine that was in- Angeles with nearly 100 other
goldRush rally
teams.

The Hollywood Collection
of Frederick Mellinger and
American Fine Art, Inc. have
long been supporters of their
local community’s charitable
organizations including many
schools, Hospice of the Valley, The Society of St. Vincent de Paul and Crossroads. The rally has become
known for the past eight
years as not only a premier
automotive event but also
an internationally celebrated
one for its
prominent attendees and
significant
Like Bentley
f u n d and the goldraising. OrganRush rally, The
izations who
Hollywood Colhave benelection of Fredfited include
erick Mellinger
the Wounded
offers seducWarrior Projtive
curves,
ect, various
surprises
c h i l d r e n ’s
around every
cancer chariturn, and a
ties, and the
one-of-a-kind
Taylor Lynn
luxury appeal
Foundation. Fredrick Mellinger’s works covers this 200+ mph Bentley
that can accelThis year, the Continental Flying Spur Speed in a wrap featuring works in erate as fast as
goldRush has a collage pattern.
anything on the
once again
road today. It
partnered with the Taylor Lynn spired by Bentley’s legendary seemed only a natural fit to
Foundation to benefit chil- Speed models that first ap- create this stunning wrap,
dren and, secondarily, en- peared in 1923. Its lower which was a universal favorite
courage the gallery to take a stance and subtle design
continued on page 20
moment to give back.
changes give it a darker,
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AMERICAN FINE ART
GALLERY, SPECIALIST
IN EUROPEAN AND
AMERICAN ARTWORK
SCOTTSDALE, AZ—
American Fine Art, located in
Old Town Scottsdale’s Arts
District for decades, specializes
in 19th, 20th, and 21st century
European and American artwork. The 12,000-square-foot
gallery showcases a variety of
media including paintings, serigraphs, lithographs, drawings,
etchings, sculpture, and unique
hand-blown glasswork. Among
the artists it represents are Alvar,
Azoulay, Eyvind Earle, Stephen
Holland, Peter Max, LeRoy
Neiman, Thomas Pradzynski,
as well as Calder, Tarkay,
Vasarely, Nierman, Wyeth
Chagall, Dali, Erté, Miró,
Picasso, Rembrandt, Renoir,
Norman Rockwell, and Andy
Warhol. American Fine Art also
specializes in fine art glassworks, having its own hot glass
studio where clients are invited
to watch live glassblowing
demonstrations. Master glassblowers represented include
Jean Claude Novaro, Lord
Crosbie, Doug Merrit, Baron
Svoboda, and many more
glass artists that make the
American Fine Art glass team.
Recent exhibitions at the
gallery include “American
POP Art Icons: Andy Warhol
& Roy Lichtenstein;” and
“Reflections of America:
Andrew Wyeth & Norman
Rockwell.” Phil Koss, gallery
director and president
of American Fine Art, is also
director of Modern American,
a 5,000-square-foot gallery
that opened last year in
Scottsdale, specializing in
Modern Art. The exhibition
“Cubism: Picasso, Braque,
Leger,” opened at Modern
American earlier this year.
For more on American Fine
Art, visit: www.americanfine
artgallery.com, and for Modern
American, go to: www.modern
american.com.
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GOLDRUSH RALLY
EXOTIC CARS ZOOM
FROM BOSTON TO L.A.
LOS ANGELES—Some 80
supercars began the 2016
goldRush Rally in Boston in
May. They included Lamborghinis and Ferraris, as
well as very rare cars such as
the Bugatti Veyrons. Many of
the cars were dressed up,
such as the Bentley Flying
Spur Speed driven by the
team from American Fine Art,
Phil Koss and his son Phillips
Koss IV who had the car decorated as a tribute to “The
Hollywood Collection of Frederick Mellinger.” Then there
was the Jaguar XJ220 draped
in a British flag and, of
course, a nod to the American
Presidential election with the
Trumpventador, a Lamborghini Aventador featuring the
face of Donald.
The rally, from Boston to
Los Angeles, dubbed The
GR8EST to reflect the eighth
annual event, is touted as the
ultimate Luxury Lifestyle
Rally. Not everyone has to
drive all the way: participants
have the option of taking part
in the first leg of the rally from
Boston to Nashville or the
second, from Colorado
Springs to Los Angeles, or
joining in for the entire nine
days. This year’s event went
from Boston to Washington,
Charlotte, NC, and Nashville.
After a flight to Colorado
Springs, it continued to Salt
Lake City, Las Vegas, and
the final destination of Los
Angeles. According to its
website, the goldRush Rally
team selected a combination
of bucket list-worthy driving
roads, track events, party
venues, and dinner dates to
create an unprecedented
rally experience. For more
details about American Fine
Art call (800) 466-8276 or
go to the website at: www.
americanfineartgallery.com.
PAGE 20

AMERICAN FINE ART
continued from page 19

at every stop along the way,
and on the road. “We had the
most beautiful girls at the
rally! They were all works of
art,” said Phil Koss. “We are
very excited about the opportunity to introduce the collection to a wider audience and
share the incredible vision of
Frederick Mellinger on this
amazing journey.” Day or night
the Mellinger girls begged for
the attention of rally drivers,
car enthusiasts, or passers by.
The Hollywood Collection
of Frederick Mellinger encompasses years of creative
development and Mr. Frederick’s genius. Spanning across
several genres, Mellinger’s
creations have brought shock,
appeal, and dynamic revolution to the lingerie and fashion industries alike. Join us,
in sheer delight, as we present to collectors and connoisseurs around the world the
original and unique works of
art from The Hollywood Collection of Frederick Mellinger.

ring the public their first opportunity to view and collect
these one-of-a-kind mixed
media paintings that had been
vaulted since Mr. Mellinger’s

vements of Frederick Mellinger and Frederick’s of Hollywood. He single handedly
pioneered his dreams and
fantasies into a business that
became a household name.
Frederick’s of
Hollywood
made sexy
and intimate
apparel a hot
topic of discussion, and
without the
avant-garde
work of Frederick Mellinger
the lingerie inThe track day and parade lap drew about
dustry would
half of the group of the nearly 100 cars and not be what it
some of the more hardcore ralliers. The
is today. Melloverall group’s car value was well over $50 inger revolumillion where individual cars such as the
tionized woBugatti Veyron, Henessey Venoms, and
men’s
intiPagani Huayra are each well over a million
mate apparel
dollars and reach over 200 mph with the
inventing garVenom reaching 270mph.
ments that
shaped
fedeath in 1990. In 2012, the male forms into Aphrodite
gallery published the defini- like figures and equally importive catalogue raisonné for tant revealing lingerie that left
The Hollywood Collection of little to the imagination and
Frederick Mellinger. The lim- emboldened women to exited edition fine art book press their own sensuality.

In
the
words
of
Courtney
Hood, VP of
gallery development
and associate editor of
the catalogue
raisonné,
“Frederick
Mellinger did
not just create lingerie The Gold Rush Rally and their Gold Blooded
or women’s members trekked up Pike’s Peak battling both
fashions, he cold and fresh snow in order to see extraordiperfected the nary views and create pictures that are rarely
female form seen especially with the caliber of cars most
just as artists of which have never seen snow in their life.
have
attempted to do for centuries.” chronicles the insight, beauty,
elegance and sexy nature of
American Fine Art discov- Frederick Mellinger and his
ered this archived one-of-a- designs. We all know of the
kind collection in 2010, offe- accolades and historical achie-

This fabulous collection of
original mixed media paintings
highlights all of Mellinger’s revolutionary creations for Frederick’s of Hollywood, revealing
the true creative genius that
was Frederick Mellinger. The
Hollywood Collection of
Frederick Mellinger paintings
are available and on display
along with Picasso, Warhol,
Wyeth, Neiman, Rockwell, and
countless others in their 12,000
square foot showroom gallery
in Scottsdale Arizona’s Old
Town Arts District. In addition to the unique, one-of-akind paintings the gallery
offers the trade and deluxe
edition books and limited
edition works.

Contributing writers Phillips
Koss IV and Courtney Hood
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CAPTURE THOSE TRU
FRAMEABLE MOMENTS
FOR TRU VUE’S
FRAMING COMPETITION
MCCOOK, IL—In its fifth year,
the Tru Vue Framing Competition asks participants to
capture Tru Frameable Moments in imaginative designs
that showcase the impact of
displaying and preserving
memories through custom
framing. Launching on June
1, the competition invites custom framers to find Tru
Frameable Moments in their
communities and enhance
them with framing packages
that demonstrate creativity,
craftsmanship, and preservation. The entry period runs
through August 31.
Jen Gramm, director of marketing, says, “This year’s
competition also gives custom
framers the opportunity to get
involved in what is happening
in their communities, and use
their search for Frameable
Moments as a way to generate publicity and word-ofmouth for their shops.” Tru
Vue will post content to its
blog including ways to find
Frameable Moments, and
ideas for grassroots marketing and make available to all
custom framers an e-mail
template for their own digital
outreach. Six semi-finalists
will be chosen to complete
pieces based on their written
design concepts by September 9. New this year, three finalists will be selected by
their custom framing peers
through an online poll. The finalists, announced on November 18, will display their
work at Tru Vue’s booth at the
WCAF Expo, January 23–25
in Las Vegas. There will be
two awards: Best in Show:
Judges’ Choice and Fan Favorite. Details are at: www.
tru-vue.com/custom-framing/
promotions and through
Tru Vue’s Facebook page.
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PANEL DISCUSSES INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
Successful Retailing, a panel
discussion examining the
challenges facing the art and
framing industry, led by Jay
Goltz industry veteran and
president of Artists Frame
Service Inc. in Chicago, featured Jay Kogan, president
and founder; and Sean
Kogan, vice president of marketing, both of Hall of Frames
in Phoenix, AZ; Sarah Ruggieri, co-owner of Sundance
Graphics in Orlando, FL;
Doug Rozenboom, senior
vice president global merchandising and product development for Larson-Juhl,
Norcross, GA; and Gary
Barker, national sales
manager of
Digital Techn o l o g y
G r o u p
(DTG)
in
Tampa, FL.

has become a very important
part of our industry and with
the technology, it can simply
be about having a computer
with some software and an
output device.”
Mr. Rozenboom added
that in order to bring in sales,
retailers need to always be
looking for what it is the customer needs. “What the customer wants is everchanging,” he said. “Don’t
make assumptions but do the
research because things are
always evolving. Look for
commonalities but also show
customers some diversity

The Internet has made
hand-lettered graphics with
simple statements, such as
‘I Choose Love,’ huge in
popular culture today. Other
contributing factors include
world events, fashion, home
furnishing catalogues, and
advertising.” She recommended also spending time
going through magazines,
from fashion to home décor
to cooking, to spot new
trends that will make an impression on those customers
that walk through your door.

Jay Kogan said that building a relationship with customers
will
always be important in the
art and framing industry.
“We
can’t
lose sight of
the fact that
what we actuTopics at
ally do is
the
panel
make people
discussion
happy by surheld at the Pictured during the Successful Retailing: Panel Discussion, rounding their
2016 West sponsored by Picture Framing Magazine, are, from left, mod- homes with
Coast Art & erator Jay Goltz and panelists Jay Kogan, Sean Kogan, Sarah things
that
Frame Expo Ruggieri, Doug Rozenboom, and Gary Barker.
bring
them
ranged from
joy,” he said.
making the most of the and uniqueness. Oftentimes, “That relationship means so
retail setting, pricing, and they will say they’ve ‘never much because they will think
the important role that thought about that before,’ of you when the need arises.
social media and the Internet but that they like it. Remem- When the customer walks
plays in reaching a new cus- ber that they are bringing out happy, that is your best
tomer base.
your products and services advertising.”
into their daily life. Help them
When asked about the to see new things.”
Jay Kogan also said that to
keys to driving sales today,
keep the business from getGary Barker said that one
Ms. Ruggieri agreed and ting stale, surround yourself
must always be looking for said that staying up-to-date with young people and be
new ways to drive sales, on trends is one of the open to trends.
using and expanding the reasons customers come
technology and services that to your business. “Open
Ms. Ruggieri added that
you already provide. “It is im- your eyes to trends and be knowing the customer’s
portant to be aware of the aware that people are seeing needs helps to refine the
low hanging fruit in our indus- them everywhere, everyday. product mix. “As an open
try that can bring in sales, Trends can come out of edition publisher, we have
such as expanding your offer- anything. Starbucks uses a to have the flexibility to offer
ings to include digital printing lot of chalkboard art that
continued on page 24
service,” he said. “Printing has become more popular.
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GASTONART & FRAME
EXPANDS ITS
PRINTING SERVICE
NORTHBOROUGH, MA—
As Gastonart & Frame
ramps up its printing service,
it has dedicated an entire
room in its Northborough
location to the initiative.
John Harry Gaston, coowner of the two stores, the
other being in Shrewsbury,
bought his first printer for the
custom frameshop five years
ago. Today he estimates that
printing represents about 5%
of gross revenue, and the
custom framing that results
from printing, another 7%.
“Printing plays a pretty big
role. The revenue it brings is
one thing, but the framing it
turns into is another,” says
Mr. Gaston, adding, “It is
what I was hoping for from
the outset. I never had
aspirations to be a giclée
printer, but enough people
asked us to print that I researched printers at the
West Coast Art & Frame
Expo.” His choice was a
44-inch Epson Photo Pro
9890. “I thought it was worth
taking a shot at it, and it really
took off for me. Other than
opening the frameshop in the
first place, this is the second
best decision I made on how
to structure the business.”
He admits the initial investment was big, but says it
paid for itself in one year.
To free up time to focus on
the printing, Gastonart &
Frame is no longer going to
host Paint Parties. The intent
was to bring in more custom
framing orders through the
parties, but the results were
not as good as Mr. Gaston
hoped. However, he says,
“Printing has shown some
real spikes, so that is going
to get more of my attention.”
Phone (508) 754-3700 for
more information, or visit:
www.gastonartandframe.com.
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PANEL DISCUSSION
continued from page 22

what is needed in all locations of our customer bases.
Our art spans the world, but
each framing retailer needs
to be the expert in their area.”
Sean Kogan said it is important to keep in mind that
what you provide the customer is something that will
enhance their lives for
decades. “When I started in
the business with my dad,
10% of the population used
the services of custom framers, which means 90% had
not. It’s important to try to
reach out to those other
people everyday that are not
familiar with the custom framing business.”
When asked about pricing,
the panel agreed that being
educated on the cost of a job
is essential so that profit is
fair and not intimidating for
customers. “The question
becomes: How can we create something unique that

leaves customers walking
away feeling good about the
price and that we make a
healthy profit on,” Sean said.
“That is a fine line.” Jay Kogan
added, “You have to make a
profit, not a loss. If we overcharge, the customer is not
coming back.” Finding the
right software to assist in the
process becomes an important factor.
In custom framing, it often
comes back to educating the
consumer. Mr. Rozenboom
said that the characteristics
of today’s shoppers have
changed. “Young people will
spend a lot of money on the
newest iPhone and then one
year later they’re looking to
buy the latest version. We
need to think of how we can
appeal to these folks. The answer may be to offer uniqueness and personalization,
along with quality.”
Ms. Ruggieri suggested
keeping customers in the
know by using social media,
such as Pinterest. “By creat-

SPORTS ART
continued from page 12

ing point for us and draws a
fair amount of business.”

on how local teams do, can
attract new sales. “Our sales
of sports framing and art truly
depends on the success of
our local, professional sports
teams,” he says. “When they
do well, we do well.” To keep
these customers engaged in
his business, Mr. Gaston offers framing deals to help protect the memorabilia that they
may already have in their
homes. “We promote a package price for framing any
sports jersey up to 32 by 40
inches. We will form the shirt,
mount it on the customer’s
choice of mat color, under Tru
Vue’s Conservation Clear
glass in Larson-Juhl’s black
Confetti shadowbox moulding
for $259. That is a great talk-

Oftentimes, the target audience will be diverse and include different age groups,
ethnicities, genders, and even
locations—but one similarity
that they all share is fan loyalty. “The sport crosses every
demographic,” Mr. Usher says.
“The appeal of ‘the game’ is
as intense at all levels of the
economic spectrum. Sports
art is rather omnipresent at
the entry level of the art business and it has become hard
for the average brick-andmortar to compete selling
poster art. Much of that business has traveled online. The
flipside of that is to offer a finer,
and more exclusive, product
to attract a collector looking
for something special who is

ing different Pinterest boards
and sharing them with your
customers, they can get
ideas that will work for their
art and their home and will
come to you because they
know you will able to add
something special.”
Sean Kogan reiterated the
importance of being active on
social media and its crucial
role in helping new customers find your business. “If
you have stagnant content
on your social media, Google
will not list you high up in their
rankings, making it harder for
people to find you. It’s all
about relevance.”
Mr. Barker stressed the
importance of having skilled
and educated employees.
“The worst thing a framer
can say to a customer is that
they can’t, or don’t know how
to do something. We do a
class every year for employees so that when the time is
right, they will have all of the
tools that they need to make
the sale.”
also willing to pay for it. The
opportunity is at the higherend for retail galleries.”
Adrienne Perer, art consultant at C. Anthony Gallery,
Beaver Creek, CO, adds that
the regional interests of customers influence what the
gallery will offer. “We are located in the heart of the
Beaver Creek ski resort, so
naturally this brings avid athletes into our gallery,” she
says. “While only a very small
percentage of our gallery
sales reflect sport art, we make
sure to have it represented and
carry the work of three artists
(Anton Arkhipov, Malcolm Farley, and Leroy Neiman) that
create artwork with winter sport scenes (skiing, ice skating,
continued on page 31
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RESOURCES
TRU VUE LAUNCHES BLOG FOR FRAMERS
As part of its commitment
to supporting the industry,
Tru Vue has created a
blog that provides custom
framers with
extensive
content to
help them
strengthen
their businesses and
respond to
trends in the
marketplace.
Part of a full-scale website
revamp for the glazing
manufacturer, the Tru Vue
Custom Framers Blog covers topics from market research and expert advice to
case studies and practical
tools, providing comprehensive information that addresses the various needs
and opportunities in the industry. From those just starting out to experienced business owners, custom framers can find a wide range
of topics including:
• Insights from art and custom framing industry research and news, from largescale independent studies
that provide an overview of
ART DEALER SHOW
continued from page 14

business very sexy and appealing. People go to a
restaurant to eat the food of
the celebrity chef. I hope
there is a little of that going
PAGE 26

trends to consumer focus
groups that reveal the perceptions and motivations of
customers.

freshing showroom display
walls, revamping websites,
and digital marketing tools,
and more.
New posts,
as for example,
upcoming stories on outcomes
from
the first Retail
Boot Camp at
The Framer’s
Gallery in Brecksville, Ohio, in May, will be
added frequently, keeping the
content fresh and relevant.

we are able to provide thanks
to our many partners in the
custom framing industry.”
Check out the new blog
at: www.tru-vue.com/custom
-framing, along with other
tools such as order forms for
product displays and stickers, downloads for product
literature, downloadable emarketing tools, and a digital
image library.

Tru Vue is a manufacturer
of high-performance glazing
products for the custom
picture framing and museum
“We have been bringing markets. Tru Vue is a leader
this kind of information to in both UV protection, as
custom framers in various well as anti-reflective and
• Highlights from Tru Vue’s ways for a while, and the re- specialty glazing products
for
these
programs, such
markets.
as its annual
The
comframing compeNew posts will be added frequently,
pany is lotition, and key
such as the outcome of the first Retail cated
in
industry events
McCook,
IL,
like the West
Boot Camp at The Framer’s Gallery.
and FaribCoast Art &
ault,
MN,
Frame Expo.
and is a
• Topics that address the sponse has been overwhelm- subsidiary of Apogee Enterday-to-day needs of custom ingly positive,” says Jen prises Inc. (Nasdaq: APOG).
framing business owners Gramm, director of market- For further information on
such as keeping up with ing. “This blog makes it easy Tru Vue, visit the company’s
social media, leveraging for our customers to access website located at: www.
seasonal opportunities, re- and use the valuable content tru-vue.com.
• Learnings from the Tru
Vue Retail Makeover and
Retail Boot Camps, including
maximizing profits, store
merchandising, and event
marketing.

on with the Art Dealer
Show. We are struggling a
bit in the mid-market, and
the show might actually get
it (the process of buying
and selling art at our level)
to be a little sexy as it
once was.”

The first discussion is with
Jeff Jaffe, owner of Pop International, New York; soon
to come is a talk with Nick
Leone, co-owner of AFA
Gallery in New York and
Las Vegas; and Theron
Kabrich, co-founder of San

Francisco Art Exchange. A
new podcast will be added
every two weeks.
To listen to them, go to:
www.artdealer.show. To contact Danny Stern, e-mail:
danny@artdealer.show.
ART WORLD NEWS
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NEW FRAMING PRODUCTS
Larson-Juhl Introduces Brimfield
Larson-Juhl,
Norcross,
GA, introduces the
Brimfield
Collection
featuring
hand detailing and layered finishes
reminiscent
of found objects and
flea market
treasures.
The collection’s three
painted finishes: cottage white, café mocha and weathered
black, are highlighted on five carved profiles, from 7/8-inch
to 4 inches wide. The collection got its name from America’s
premier flea market, Brimfield, located in Massachusetts.
The artwork shown in the frame is by Jennifer Goldberger.
Phone (800) 221-4123 for more information, or go to the
website at: www.larsonjuhl.com.

Framerica Presents Black Steel
Framerica,
Yaphank, NY,
presents
its
Black Steel line
of moulding that
pairs deep black
with a wire
brush
effect.
Available in profiles ranging to
3 inches, Black
Steel offers a
value
option
compared to the
authentic stainless steel that
it replicates. For
further information, call (800) 372-6422 or go to the website
located at: www.framerica.com.
PAGE 28

Crescent Debuts the Jute Collection

Crescent, Wheeling, IL, debuts its Jute Matboard Collection,
featuring a distinctive open weave pattern with random slubs
for a casual natural look. Available in six rustic colors: black,
barn red, cream, navy, natural, and barnwood, the line also
has four oversized options. The collection has an acid-free
and lignin-free bright white core backing. For more information, call (800) 323-1055 or go to: www.crescentpro.com.

Decor and Southern’s Knotty Woods
Decor Moulding and
Southern Moulding,
Hauppauge, NY,
present
Knotty
Woods, a distressed flat profile
made of real wood
with knots that
are 100% natural.
Widths range from
3/4-inch up to 3
inches and rabbet
heights range from
9/16-inch up to
1 1/16 inch. Finishes include white
wash, gray wash,
walnut, and multiblue. For more details, call (800) 937-1055 or visit: www.decormoulding.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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Framing Fabrics’ Array of Liners

Fotiou Introduces the Mirabel Series

Framing
Fabrics, Los
Angeles,
presents
its line of
primed and
finger-joined
liners available in 10foot lengths.
The liners
are
also
available
pre-covered
in the company’s standard fabric
colors: natural, oyster,
and black or custom-wrapped in fine fabrics. For more information, call (800) 832-2742 or go to the company’s website
located at: www.framingfabrics.com.

Fotiou, Woodbridge, Ontario, introduces the Mirabel series
by Fotiou, a collection of wood moulding with a rustic elegance
and French country style. Featuring a soft color palette and
gentle weathered finish, the line is available in five colors and
three profiles. For more information, call (800) 668-8420 or
go to the website at: www.fotiou.com.

Omega Moulding’s New Rustique
O m e g a
Moulding,
Bellport, NY,
introduces
Rustique, a
collection of
six provincial
mouldings
with three
profiles in
two weathered finishes
of
walnut
and
aged
white. The
finish is hand
applied in
multiple layers, incorporating cracks, color fades, and other
imperfections which give it the look of weathered and timeworn distressed wood. For further information, phone (800)
289-6634 or visit: www.omegamoulding.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

Ten Plus Offers New Design
Ten Plus, Inc.
located in Santa
Fe Springs, CA,
presents a new
design of the
readymades
TP-530BK and
TP-530G
in
black and gold
finish. With a
2 7/8-inch wide
and 1 3/4-inch
high
profile,
sizes range from
are 8 by 10
inches to 24 by
36 inches. Special finish available upon request. For further
information, call (562) 404-0088 or: www.tenplusframes.com.
PAGE 29
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ARTEXPO NEW YORK
ARTEXPO NEW YORK
continued from page 18

$5,000 to $9,000; and Grace
Ashruff from Aruba, who had
walked Redwood Media Group’s Miami Spectrum show,
presented her “Global Warming” collection in the SOLO
section to see what would
happen.
Also, from Australia, painter Julia Carter brought her
bright, colorful, floral abstract
work. “I sold a lot of paintings
and met lots of interested galleries and trade people which
made the show worthwhile
for me,” she said. “I also really enjoyed speaking about
my art career at one of the
seminars and received a lot
of great feedback from it.”
From Scotland, artist Rebecca Mickleburgh who works
under the name Becksy,
brought 13 of her palette
knife oil paintings of animals,
and while she received much
interest, did not notice many
gallery and/or trade attendees walking the show. “I
did the show looking for
gallery representation and I
did meet with one gallery
from New York that is promising and I am hoping to sign
on with three more but sales
during the show were slow,”
she said.
Canadian painter Gordon
Harrison was painting live in
his booth throughout the
show and was able to sell six
of the 32 contemporary landscape oil paintings that he
brought. “I really like the inPAGE 30

ternational look of the exhibitors, particularly the SOLO
section,” he said. “Artexpo
provides a nice setting to see
the artists at work putting together our creations.” While

more than 550 original entries. From there, the top 10
finalists were chosen by
selection jury.

On the domestic front, Adam
Bernard of
Harvest
Mountain,
Santa Cruz,
CA,
was
looking for
gallery representation
for his contemporary
calligraphy;
originally
from New
Painter Sarah Ali of Sarah Ali Fine Art brought York, he al25 of her pigmentation on cork artworks.
ready has
collectors in
he did come to see what U.S. the region and thought the
gallery opportunities might be show was “a nice way to get
available to him, he does back.” James Paterson of
worry if being
located in
Canada
would pose
a problem.
He
did
speak with
one gallery
that
may
turn into a
new opportunity for him
in the U.S.
Drawing much attention during the show

Tw e n t y - was the photography of Elizabeth Raab,
three-year- shown in conjunction with high-end custom
old Cuban automobile builder Delahaye USA, that
artist Adrian displayed the $300,000 Bugnaughty, featured
Arrieta won in the photographer’s images.
the 2016 Artexpo poster contest for his Meaford, Ontario, who creoil on canvas painting, “The ates Prayer Machines out of
Princess of the Strawberry steel wire to form sculptures
Mouth.” The image was cho- that sell for $225 to $4,500,
sen by Facebook votes from was exhibiting in SOLO for

the second time. “We are
pleased with the response
and sales, and we are getting
gallery contacts,” said his wife
Lynn Paterson.
Third-year SOLO exhibitor
Jodi Simmons of Huntington,
MA, found success with her
egg tempera icons that sell
for $200 to $4,500. “I did
pretty well,” she says, “better than last year. I plan to attend next year; it is very
intense but fun.” South
Florida-based artist Jonathan
Brender sold six of the eight
paintings that he brought.
The work is part of his series
of untitled contemporary
pointillist paintings featuring
images of Pop culture icons,
such as Marilyn Monroe and
Bob Marley. “After meeting
with people at the show, my
work will now be represented
by galleries in SoHo and
Miami,” he said.
Painter Mary Johnson had
a large booth space and was
able to display her paintings
of various sizes, including her
new series of smaller 16- by
16-inch paintings that were
well received. By the end of
the show, she had sold 42
paintings. “The first day of the
show, the trade day, was huge
for me,” she said. “I met
gallery people and sold to
two new galleries and a new
art consultant. I also sold to
previous wholesale clients. I
had a 30- by 60-inch ‘Trees’
work in my booth that was
the first piece sold on trade
day. I could have sold it six
times during the show, but isn’t
that the way it always is?”
ART WORLD NEWS
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SPORTS ART
SPORTS ART
continued from page 24

snowboarding) and a few warmweather themed scenes for
our summer season of golfers.”
Pricing starts at $1,200 for limited edition prints and goes
to more than $20,000 for
large original paintings.
Josephine de Lucinges.
gallery director of C. Anthony adds that sports art
does bring in a new category
of clientele that may not necessarily step foot in the gallery. “Ski art actually brings
us a whole new segment of
clients, like avid sportsmen
and sportswomen,” she says.
“They may be walking by
and notice the display of ski,
golf, or other sport-oriented
art and it has caught their attention for the first time. Suddenly, we are on their radar.”
At C. Anthony Gallery,
creative events also are a
catalyst to attracting new
clientele. “Media attention is
often gained when we have
events that include popular
ski racers, local sports people, famous sport figures, and
book signings. These new
visitors can be from all age
groups and therefore present great new possibilities for
us to cultivate and expand
our market. It also allows us
to educate people about the
art and create a reputation of
us as a versatile, eclectic
gallery that is here to serve
the community interests.”
Recently, the gallery hosted
an event for the work of SPS
ART WORLD NEWS

Limelight Agency artist Malcolm Farley with the unveiling of his painting and limited
editions of “Last Run.” The
image featured the United
States’ World Cup alpine ski
racer Bode Miller, who was also
in attendance along with the
artist. Both signed and perso-

tions that are the greatest
potential audience,” he says.
“There is always going to be
a regional bent, but there are
the athletes that transcend
the regional appeal. Many of
these are ones that have
decades worth of fans, but
there are also current athletes
that present
opportunities.
Art signed
and personalized by athletes will be
at the top of
the scale.”

Kirstie
Bennett, coowner with
Jeffrey Goldberg of The
F r a m e r ’s
Workshop in
Berkley, CA,
does an avMichele Rosen, owner of Gallery 319 creates erage of two
an inviting display of Stephen Holland’s
to three cus“Clayton Kershaw,” a limited edition signed
tom frame
by both the artist and athlete, to catch the
jobs a week
sports fans’ eye.
for sports
fans, including
nalized purchases for the nea- creating unique ways for cusrly 300 people that attended. tomers to display their memorable objects. “When the GolReading the pulse of the den State Warriors basketlocal market is a great place ball team are doing well, we
to start when considering get a lot of framing work,” Ms.
sports art. Mr. Usher says Bennet says. “Our customers
that once you identify what come from all walks of life. You
will appeal to your commu- might think that the demonity, the door begins to open. graphic would be different to
“The scale of local sports other regions, and it probaevents can range from major bly is, somewhat, but for us
professional teams, to college it does not revolve around
sports, to the local high school economic stature. Families
and Little Leagues—but it is the frame sports items for the
people attending and the fam- home a lot, especially fathers
ilies tied into these organiza- and sons. Framing is reason-

ably expensive, so sports framing also brings in those who
can afford the product, just like
other custom framing.” At
The Framer’s Workshop, in
business since 1977, framing
jobs tend to be around $350
to $450 for an upgraded jersey special frame package.
Women have been an everincreasing segment of the
sports market and companies
and advertisers have been
paying attention. According
to research, 60% of women
watch sports on a regular basis
and often as part of a social
group or family activity. And
the NFL touts that 45% of its
150 million American fans
are women. In the art world,
we know the importance of
this group of collectors already. Michele Rosen, owner
of Gallery 319 in Woodland
Hills, CA, has been in the art
business for over 20 years
and has seen the sports art
market evolve. “When I first
began carrying sports art, it
was not necessarily on people’s radar,” she says. “I would
have someone come in to
buy something else and then
see the sports-related pieces
and become interested in
that work as well. But that
has really changed today and
the customer for this type of
work has also changed. No
longer is it just the die-hard
male fan. It crosses all gender and age lines. It has also
moved to the forefront and is
no longer an add-on sale.”
Ms. Rosen says that the
continued on page 32
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continued from page 31

feeling a fan gets from the
art helps to take the celebration of their team or favorite
athlete to a more emotional
level. “Art is meant to make a
person happy and make memories. Sports art can bring up
feelings up excitement about
a team, a player, or even a specific game, that the collector
had attended and the memories associated along with
that. Also, for couples where
the husband is the sports fan,
the artwork is much more attractive to hang in the house.
Sometimes the art is going into
the man cave but not always.”
Ms. Rosen has also witnessed couples coming in
with the wife liking one painting and the husband liking a
piece of sports art. “What
ends up happening is that
they each give one another
permission to buy their favorite pieces and both go
home happy.” An average
sale of sports art at Gallery
319 is in the $1,500 range.
She notes that since sports
art is incorporated into many
home collections, fluidity needs
to be maintained to not distract from the art. “We do not
tend to do a lot of framing for
sports art because a lot of the
limited editions are museum
wrapped, but when we do it
tends to be a spacer frame,
usually in black. Collectors appreciate that the framing will
match the memorabilia that they
may already have framed.”
Mr. Gaston says that in his
PAGE 32

two Massachusetts locations, a commemorative piece that
framing customers looking to he created for the Los Angehave sports-related items les Dodgers, for whom Holframed, tend to be very spe- land is the official artist. “We
cific.“There are two groups held an event for the 50th
that bring sports items in for anniversary of the Dodgers
framing, those who collect and had three older players
and those who are giving a of the Dodgers in attengift. The collectors tend to be dance alongside the artist.
more affluent men in their late We made it a special evening
40s who are decorating a ‘man and hired a hot dog cart and
cave’ or game room. The other decorated the gallery. It was
are men and woman in their a big success for us and the
40s and 50s
who are framing personal
sports items
as gifts for
family. They
are bringing
in the son’s
hockey jersey
from
college or
medals earned by their
daughter in
Custom framers at The Framer’s Workshop
track.”
created this piece for a customer to celebrate
When it the Golden State Warriors for a client.
comes
to
marketing, gallery and frame- collectors were excited to
shop owners have an advan- see the artwork, meet the
tage with sports art in that players and the artist, buy
they do not need to intro- the work, and get it personalduce the subject matter be- ized, all in a fun environment.
cause it is already so popular. Events featuring certain
“The enthusiasm of fans
athletes, artists and teams for their local teams is strong
will draw attention for the gall- and can help to create exery that other artwork may not. citement for specific events
Ms. Rosen has had athletes which makes for amazing
such as Los Angeles Dodger word-of-mouth marketing on
Steve Garvey, Los Angeles its own,” she says. “In addiAngels Mike Trout and Clay- tion, we will send out e-mail
ton Kershaw, and boxer Ray blasts, make phone calls,
Mancini attend gallery events. and post on social media.”

helps to direct people to her
business. “We have a full webpage dedicated to sports
framing and feature several
framed jerseys representing
local teams displayed on our
walls. We also promote sports
framing in our monthly newsletter.” Mr. Stern says that
one aspect to highlight when
approaching a sports art
and/or framing sale, is its Pop
culture appeal. “When training salespeople, it is important to stress that sports art
has similarities in Pop culture-driven work in that it already has a built in audience
that feeds a pre-existing connection to the subject,” he
says. “For example, Holland
has a piece featuring Jackie
Robinson, and PBS recently
aired a Ken Burns documentary on the Los Angeles Dodger, most notably known as
a pioneer in the sport and as
the first African American
player in Major League Baseball. This can introduce Robinson to a whole new audience, one which could now be
interested in the Holland piece.”

One event featured the
work of Stephen Holland and

Koleen Kaffan is Managing
Editor of Art World News.

Ms. Bennet says that having a strong presence online

In sports, teams win and
lose and star athletes come
and go, but in the end what
motivates a fan is the sense
of community that is created.
“Rarely is a fan one and done,”
Mr. Usher concludes. “They
can go deep into a team or
individual athlete, or cross
over many different sports
with teams and heroes that
have inspired them at different times in their lives.”
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Pumpkins
for Sale
“Pumpkins for
Sale” by Billy Jacobs measures
36 by 12 inches
and retails for $24. For more information, call Penny Lane Publishing, New
Carlisle, Ohio, at (800) 273-5263 or: www.pennylanepublishing.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

March

Almond
Branch I

Happy Place I
“Happy Place I” by Patricia Pinto
measures 18 by 18 inches and
retails for $20. Telephone SunDance Graphics, Orlando, FL,
at (800) 617-5532 or visit the website: www.sdgraphics.com.

“Almond Branch I” by
Silvia Vassileva measures 12 by 36 inches
and retails for $21.
Phone Wild Apple in
Woodstock, VT, for
further information at
(800) 756-8359 or go
to the company’s website located at: www.
wildapple.com.

Under a
Starry Night
“Under a Starry Night”
by Sonya Duval is available as POD on paper
and canvas in a variety of
sizes. Send an e-mail to Selected Artworks, Milan, Italy, for further information
at: info@selectedartworks.com or visit www.selectedartworks.com.

Black Horse Running

Colorado Rockies: Opening Day
“Colorado
Rockies:
Opening Day”
by photographer Rob Arra
has an image
that measures
39 by 13 1/2
inches. The retail price is $29.95. For further information, telephone Everlasting Images, in Cape Neddick, ME, at (800) 937-0987 or go to the company’s
website located at: www.robarracollection.com.
PAGE 34

“Black Horse Running” by Katrina Jones
measures 24 by 24 inches and retails for
$28. For further information, telephone Bon
Art, located in Norwalk, CT, at (203) 8458888 or visit the company’s website at:
www.bonartartique.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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Modern Slate
“Modern Slate” by Kim Johnson
measures 28 by 28 inches and retails
for $48. The image is also available
in a variety of sizes. Telephone
Rosenstiel’s, London, at (011-44)
207 352 3551 for further information,
or go to the website: www.felixr.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

March

Serie Caminos No. 22

Majestic Ferns I
“Majestic Ferns I” by Cynthia Coulter measures 18 by 18 inches and retails for $15. Call Roaring Brook Art
Company Inc., Tarrytown, NY, at (888)
779-9055, www.roaringbrookart.com.
“Serie Caminos No. 22” by Benedicto
measures 24 by 24 inches and retails for $32.
Also available to resize and print on canvas.
For more information, telephone Image Conscious, San Francisco, at (800) 532-2333,
or go to: www.imageconscious.com.

Dinner Party I
“Dinner Party I” by Samuel Dixon is an
open edition giclée measuring 16 by 20
inches, retailing for $40. Call World Art
Group in Richmond, VA, at (804) 2130600 or visit the website located at:
www.theworldartgroup.com.

Family Recipe

San Francisco, California Series 8
“San Francisco, California Series
8” by Christopher Gjevre
has an image
that measures 40 by
13 1/2 inches and a retail price of $30. Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc., located in Minnetonka, MN, at (800) 334-7266 for more information, or go to the company’s website at: www.panoramas.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Family Recipe” by Lisa Longfellow measures 12 by 12 inches and retails for $12.
Telephone Sagebrush Fine Art, Salt Lake
City, Utah, at (800) 643-7243 for further
information or visit the company’s website
located at: www.sagebrushfineart.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance Graphics
“Heron in the View II”
by Julie DeRice
Image Size:
12” x 36”
$25

407.240.1091

www.sdgraphics.com
www.sundancegraphics.com
E-MAIL: sarah@sundancegraphics.com
9564 Delegates Dr., Building B,
Orlando, FL 32837

Editions Limited
“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
Retail price: $35
Available as
Print On Demand
on paper and canvas.

800.228.0928
www.editionslimited.com

E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com
4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Gango Editions

www.gangoeditions.com

Image Size:
48” x 24”

E-MAIL: info@gangoeditions.com
2187 NW Reed St., Portland, OR 97210-2104
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“Lake
Crescent
Dusk”
by Katherine
Gendreau
Image Size:
36” x 24”
$35

Available as POD and multiple substrates.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Image
Conscious

“Asian Elephant”
by Britt Fredo
Image Size:
18” x 24”
$25

Available as POD
and multiple substrates.

800.532.2333
www.
imageconscious
.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.
“Casa
Blanc II”
by
Jeni Lee

800.852.3662

Image Conscious

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size:
26” x 26”

Also available as
a custom size giclée.

800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION

Over 6,000
expertly crafted
maritime prints
ready for fast
volume sale.

View the entire collection at
WWW.MARITIME-PRINTS.COM

860 399 6922

Professional
COST
EFFECTIVE CREATIVE
CATALOGUE PUBLISHING

Wellspring Communications, Inc.,
parent company of Art World News,
presents its Custom Book Publishing
division to offer the trade a complete
line of editorial, design, and printing
options to create elegant hardand soft-bound catalogues and books.

ArtCustom
World
News
Book Publishing
PHONE: 203.854.8566
e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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